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Introducing
Armstrong Maritime Services is here to assist in commercial vessel compliance,
through fresh and modern ideas that will ease the pressure of keeping a vessel
compliant with modern rules and regulation.
Having worked in within the domestic commercial vessel industry as a vessel
engineer as well as an operational manager, we understand the need to have your boat
compliant, and the pressures that business puts on your time. We can offer a range of
strategies to ensure you stay on track with your vessel compliance as well as create a
safe working environment.

Services
Accredited Surveyor AMSA no.
Initial Surveys
Load-line assignment
Electrical (extra low voltage)
Construction or alteration (hull, deck, superstructure, load-line, equipment,
commissioning
Periodical surveys
Safety equipment
Safety Management system Auditing
Safety Management system consultation
Project management
Condition reporting
On/Off hire surveys
Maintenance scheduling
Risk assessment and WHS consultation

Portfolio
Our principal Surveyor started life as a trade qualified motor mechanic, rebuilding
engines of various sizes, automotive gearbox’s, and engine diagnostics of the modern
ECU controlled type.
Moving into the marine industry working onboard live aboard vessels as a qualified
vessel engineer for 5 years. Seeing to the daily maintenance requirements to a vessel
that operates 365 days a year.
Spent 4 years as an Operations Manager/Fleet Engineer to a fleet of vessels up to
30mtrs. During this time, oversaw a number of major refits, planing and managing
the running of each, leasing with ship yards and multiple contractors. Created
documents for the vessels to ensure there continuing compliance with change in
legislation. Working with the governing authorities to ensure compliance.
Moving to a new company as a fleet engineer, saw us maintaining a fleet of vessels
up to 32mtrs. Working with the owners to bring the fleet of vessel up to current
survey standard and gain additional certification. Worked to gain a change in survey
class and build standards, from USL to NSCV. Assisted owners to evaluate and
purchase new vessels, and bring them up to standard. Created documents to gain full
compliance with the NSCV. Planned and carried out major refits in and out of water
for all types of vessel within the fleet.

Quality
At Armstrong Maritime Services we will strive to ensure we provide consistent
service to the highest of standards. We have developed standardised checklists that
can be easily customised to your requirements, against the relevant legislation. There
are also standardised reporting methods developed to ensure the consistency of
reporting throughout the life cycle of your vessel.
We can also assist with developing your own checklists and audits for all your inhouse maintenance and operational requirements.

Final Word
There are no one size fits all solution, when it comes to the commercial marine
industry. So why not give us a call here at Armstrong Maritime Services, to see what
we can do for you and your vessel to ease the pressures of modern domestic
commercial vessel compliance. Where here to help.

